
Consider the differential equation y '= xK y. Using Maple, we can draw a slope field for the solutions, 
along with some sample solutions:

with DEtools
DEplot y '= xK y x , y x , x =K5 ..5, y =K5 ..5, 0, 0 , 0, 1 , 0, 2 , 0,K1 , 0,K2 , 0,K3 , 2, 0 ,

3, 0 , K2, 0 , K3, 0
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It appears that there exists a (single) straight line solution curve that all other solution curves approach as 
x/N. Let's check this: If we substitute y x = axC b in the differential equation, we get a = y ' = xK y

= xK axC b = 1K a xK b, which is only true if 1K a = 0 and Kb = a, that is, if a = 1 and b =
K1. So we have indeed the linear solution y x = xK 1. It looks like all solutions approach this 

asymptote as x/N. 
We can check this as follows: Let's solve the differential equation (we have done this in class, and can 
easily use integrating factors) using Maple:



(1)(1)

(2)(2)

y '= xK y
d
dx

 y x = xK y x

solve DE

y x = xK 1C eKx _C1
To solve, we right clicked on the differential equation (2) and chose "Solve DE". So the general solution is
y x = xK 1CCeKx. As x/N, the expression CeKx tends to zero, so our line is indeed a (slant) 
asymptote to all solutions. Notice that this is also obtained by choosing C = 0.

Investigation A:

Plot a direction field and typical solution curves for the differential equation 
dy
dx

 = sin xK y , but with a 

larger window than that of the example above. With K10 % x, y% 10, for instance, a number of apparent 
straight line solution curves should be visible.

(a) Substitute y = axC b in the differential equation to determine what the coefficients a and b must be in 
order to get a solution.

(b) Use Maple to find the general solution. Is there a way to choose a value of the arbitrary constant C that 
yields one of your linear solutions? Using your general solution, what happens as x/N? Does this agree 
with the linear solutions that you found?

Investigation B:

For your own personal differential equation, let n be the smallest integer in your student ID that is greater 
than 1, and consider the differential equation

 
dy
dx

=
1
n

cos xK ny  .

(a) First investigate (as in (a) above) the possibility of straight line solutions.

(b) Then generate a slope field for this differential equation, with the viewing window chosen so that you 
can picture some of the straight lines, plus a sufficient number of nonlinear solution curves, so that you can
formulate a conjecture about what happens to y x  as x/N. State your guess as plainly as you can. 
Given the initial value y 0 = y0, it would be nice to be able to say (perhaps in terms of y0) how y x  
behaves as x/N.

(c) Use Maple to find the general solution of your differential equation. Can you make a connection 
between this symbolic solution and your graphically generated solution curves (straight lines or otherwise)
?


